YOU ARE INVITED TO A REPORT LAUNCH EVENT ON

KILLER HEAT:
The impact of extreme temperatures and climate change on migrant workers in the Gulf

27TH JUNE 2023 AT 5 - 6.30 PM
HOTEL PRESIDENT WILSON, QUAI WILSON 47, (NEXT TO PALAIS WILSON) GENEVA

On June 27, the Vital Signs Partnership and the Irish Centre for Human Rights will host an event in Geneva to present the findings and recommendations of a critical new report examining the impact of climate change on migrant workers in the Gulf. The event will feature the launch of a short animated film, and presentations from experts, including South Asian researchers, and the UN Special Rapporteur on Trafficking in Persons, Professor Siobhan Mullaly, and a Q+A session.

Contact nick@fairsq.org and susie@fairsq.org to register in advance.

vitalsignsproject.org